


I. LUCKY NETWORK INTRODUCTION

     Lucky Network is a Blockchain platform, born with the goal of 
optimizing the GameNFT and Metaverse experiences with outstanding 
features such as extremely low and adjustable Gas fee for each 
GameFi transaction, high processing speed and block confirmation, 
open platform to support smart contract launch for other projects. 
Lucky Network maintains the usage of Ethereum Virtual Machine 
(EVM) to support Solidity so other existing projects could move to Lucky 
Network with minimized changes to their codebase.

     Lucky Network develops an ecosystem of main areas: AMM Dex, 
Wallet, Launchpad, Blockchain, DAO, stable coin and most importantly, the 
Legendary Metaverse.

     Lucky Network (LN) also allows project issuers to launch smart 
contracts on LN Chain and supports bridging with ecosystems like 
Binance Smart Chain, Avalanche C-Chain, Solana, Ethereum,...etc

     Lucky Network uses L99 (Lucky Unicorn Token) as the main platform 
coin in the entire ecosystem. In this ecosystem, Lucky Unicorn is a 
GameFi with the coin mining mechanism defined as "Proof of Playing", 
meaning that players could earn L99 coin while playing, and that's the 
only way L99 is created.
     
     L99 while being used in Lucky Unicorn, can be used as platform fee 
for other projects that are run on LN chain, creating more usability for 
the L99 coin minted. L99 is burnt through time, eventually creating the 
scarcity for the L99.
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II. GAMEFI INTRODUCTION: LUCKY UNICORN

     Lucky Unicorn is a blockchain-based trading and fighting game that 
is partly owned and operated by players. Inspired by popular games like 
Pokémon, horse racing games and character development games, Lucky 
Unicorn allows players to hatch, collect, raise, battle and trade 
unicorns while maintain being an On-chain GameFi.

     Players will hatch eggs or buy unicorns on the marketplace with four 
different rarities: Common, Uncommon, Rare and Legendary. Using the 
unicorn to collect L99 is the game's basic "Play-to-Earn" mechanism. 
Experience points (EXP) are used to level up and increase the stats of the 
unicorn. The stronger the stats, the easier it is for the unicorn to win in 
Player-versus-Player games and earn more L99 coin. Earnt L99 could be 
staked in pool to receive L98, a reward token that are used to 
purchase items, do various stuffs inside the game ecosystem,... Each 
unicorn has their own age, which will define their ability to join Play-to- 
Earn event, Player-versus-Player games,...etc.

     Real estates are an addition to the game with various characteristics 
that could help owners earn consumable items used in the game.

     Each unicorn or real estate is a non-fungible token (NFT) with on-chain 
properties that are under our own standard (Lucky Network NFT 
Standard).

     Lucky Unicorn is the only GameFi where players can mint L99 coin, 
with the ecosystem coin under the symbol L99. They are used in almost 
the entire Lucky Network, such as hatching eggs, trading on 
Marketplace or participating in minigames, buying real estate, staking, 
registering to buy Private Sales, IDO other projects on the Lucky 
Network, platform fees, ...etc. 
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GameFi Lucky Unicorn

Slogan Win your way

Token Lucky Unicorn Token

Trading Code L99 ( Platform coin)
L98 ( Reward token )



III. FOUNDING TEAM

     Lucky Unicorn was founded by a group of Blockchain software 
engineers, Game Studio and some senior game developers at some 
famous horse racing game series, Pokémon series and character 
development games. With the experience of producing high quality 
games before founding Lucky Unicorn, along with the gaming 
experience of the founding team, we aim to develop a new NFT gaming 
ecosystem that helps users approach the world of Blockchain more 
easily, earn our utility coin and have fun in our universe of unicorns.

     In addition, in each market, Lucky Unicorn implements a strategy of 
signing media partners in local country. Aiming to popularize and 
promote in the most effective way. Our mission is to bring NFT closer 
to the public and help people have a positive perspective about the 
blockchain world as it is a future technology that everyone should be 
aware of. The entire project is written on-chain and we are excited to 
have you as a player of our ecosystem.

     In total, the Lucky Unicorn team consists of 20 full-time employees, 
operating and working WORLDWIDE. The Board-Of-Development 
group includes:
 
     CEO: Mr.Otsuka - Used to run Gaming projects in Japan, more than 
10 years of experience in the investment field, Japanese. 

     CTO: Benjamin Tang - Over 8 years of experience training Blockchain 
engineers and software manufacturers, currently based in Singapore. 

     CMO: Pauline - Over 7 years of experience of MARCOM in the 
Blockchain field, French-Japanese.

     Real identities of members and chiefs are kept secret due to strict law 
enforcements on GameFi in most of the countries that we are current 
located.
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IV. “ PROOF OF PLAYING” MECHANISM OF LUCKY 
UNICORN GAMEFI.

Method 1: Minting L99 through raising and training unicorns.
 
     Each unicorn possesses 6 different ability indicators including: health, 
speed, recovery, strength, mana and grass hunting performance. In the 
process of raising unicorns and taking them to battle, as the player 
levels up, the player also increases the unicorn's ability stats. This 
provides a fundamental diversity among unicorns, with most of the 
newly hatched unicorns having basic stats, while those with the 
strongest combination of skills and gears, levelling up can have amazing 
stats. With that fact, there is no unicorn that having the same stats as 
other unicorns.

     An excellent unicorn in addition to its beauty, unique skills, will be able 
to challenge with different opponents on our Player-versus-Player 
system or participate in Play-to-Earn and start earning L99 coins.

     Unlike other blockchain-based fighting and character development 
games, the number of unicorns born has a balanced control over the 
entire ecosystem. The unicorn population control policy will preserve 
L99 coins and unicorns are preserved and grow in value.

     Unicorns need grass to eat in order to maintain their fighting power. 
Grass can be obtained through playing Grass Hunting. Grass can still 
be used to sell and collect L99 coins. If you do not want to hatch eggs 
and raise ponies, you can visit the unicorn marketplace to choose your 
favourite unicorns from other players and start playing right away!

Method 2: Minting L99 through real estate ownership and exploitation

     Each real estate in the Legendary Metaverse has different usage 
and minting L99 is one of its usage.

     Property owners can harvest and sell on Marketplace to earn L99 or 
other tokens on the Lucky Network platform.
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V. LUCKY UNICORN TOKEN (L99)

     Lucky Unicorn Token (L99) has a total supply of 1 billion coins 
allocated to other parts of the game, as shown in the diagram below.
 
     The founding team will lock 14% of their coins in a linear release 
contract. Those coins can be unlocked completely when listing L99 on a 
reputation CEX such as Houbi or Binance.
 
     The amount of L99 obtained from the mechanism of "Grass 
Hunting" Market Fee, Lucky Network to Binance Smart Chain Bridge 
will be used to establish the Burning & Staking Fund, a small 
percentage of that amount will be used to compensate for our 
development fee. L99's financial management department will flexibly 
use this fund for burning to create scarcity or pay interest for the 
group of holders. In addition, L99 can be used for staking or farming 
out internal tokens in the game, such as L98 or NFTs, etc. This 
mechanism helps the Total Value Locked (TVL) of L99 increases, reducing 
inflation.
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VI. SECURITY AND TRANSPARENCY

     All of our contracts is launched on the decentralized blockchain 
platform operated by Binance (World's Top 1 cryptocurrency exchange) 
called the Binance Smart Chain (BSC) and our private blockchain - the 
Lucky Network (LN Chain). Therefore, it is secured, decentralized and 
most importantly the outcome of the the game process cannot be 
interfered with. We ensure that the entire Lucky Unicorn is operated
100% on-chain and under no circumstances that the game is 
controlled by any party.

     Lucky Network consists of machines that are placed around the 
world. People are encouraged to participate in keeping a backup of 
Lucky Network at their own machines.  

     Smart contracts are publicly trackable on Lucky Network and BSC 
Scan, which enables tracking transactions and activity records. As a 
result, it is transparent to everyone in the world. We also ask other 
experts to help audit the contracts for Lucky Unicorn team to 
increase visibility and decrease the chance of bugs occurring in the final 
production game. In fact, during our production run of over 6 months, 
we HAVE NOT BEEN HACKED by any parties.

     Lucky Wallet (LucLet), MetaMask and other trusted cryptocurrency 
wallets are suggested to use with our game. Tokens & coins can then be 
withdrawn directly into user's wallet. Please take measures to protect 
your wallet as guided by those following application, Lucky Unicorn & 
Lucky Network does not save any private information related to your 
wallet seed phrase, private key, your private personal information,...etc.
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VII. THE DEVELOPMENT STAGES OF LUCKY
UNICORN
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